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In Static: Investigator Training, you will play the role of Julie Masters, an ambitious fan of all things Paranormal; who recently
requested membership with Berkshire Paran 5d3b920ae0
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dont buy this peace of sh*t i would rather spend a pound on my
danku2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665premium account thanks for waisting my time and money gaben
you cheeky fat turd refund me now before i cast a black guy on u. Short but interesting game about "ghost hunting",the aim is to
search for evidence using (your selection of three) "typical" paranormal investigation tools: a camera, camcorder, thermometer,
voice recorder, pendulum, and an EMF (electro magnetic field) detector. This is a point and click adventure that utilises, full
motion video scenes throughout the game. The story was interesting but could have been fleshed out a bit more, the ghost video
and audio recording were very good and will prove interesting for those interested in paranormal investigation. A bit buggy, the
game crashed for me several times during FMV sequences.. dont buy this peace of sh*t i would rather spend a pound on my
dankpremium account thanks for waisting my time and money gaben you cheeky fat turd refund me now before i cast a black
guy on u. this is one of thows games that is for ppl who liked the 13th hr and outher old pc games like that it is not long game
and yes it is buggy but i payed $1.99 for it it is worth it if you like the old games. This is a low-budget indie game, so put your
expectations on graphics and FMV fidelity in check, but I found its rough edges to be quirky and fun. It's a unique experience
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which can be completed in a couple of hours. Essentially, you walk around a haunted house, click on things, do a small amount
of inventory usage, and watch a few short video clips. The characters are FMV, and are perhaps the devs/friends of the devs? I
enjoyed this game a lot, and would recommend it to anyone who enjoys "small" independent games and adventure point-and-
click games.. SIT is a short point & click adventure that uses video sequences for animation and cutscenes. You play a
paranormal investigator trainee who investigates a haunted house and the deaths associated with it. It does not have QTEs, and it
does have a proper inventory with tools, so I hesitate to call it an interactive movie. It took me 1.5 hours to complete, though I
guess you could do it in under 1 hour if you rush. As you can see from the screenshots, the graphics are nothing to write home
about, but the voice acting is very nice, and the plot is decent. You get to select some tools to do your investigations with (I
chose camera, thermometer (useless) and pendulum), so there may be some replay value if you want to try solving it with the
other tools. You also pick up some items as you go. There's a fair bit of pixel hunting, too. I picked this up on sale and didn't
regret it, but I don't think it is worth full price - maybe if they added some more episodes.. I wanted to like this game as I enjoy
ghostly stories but knew from the preview video that it was pretty lame before I even started, lol. For a few minutes it was sort
of entertaining. Good thing that I paid under $2 ! Strangely bad though. I agree with the reviewer who said, for a few euros
more one could get the brilliant Lost Crown game which is leaps and bounds above in excellence.. Not very good, with lots of
problems. The game puts you into the role of a would-be paranormal investigator. As a test you're asked to investigate the house
they're based out of. The game uses FMV's, but does so badly. there is no perspective (the character stays the same size closer
and farther from the camera, and tries to use lipsync (badly). During conversations the character images (apart from the lipsync)
are pretty much static, yet look like they have been cut out using mspaint. Apart from that it's a point and click adventure, but
short (1-1.5 hrs according to other reviewers). The narrative is quite cringeworthy at times. The pricing is crazy. This is
definitely not worth the 8 bucks the store asks for it. Luckily (or not) I got this from a bundle. For 2 euros more you can get
"The Lost Crown", another paranormal investigation game, which unlike this game, delivers, and does so for 30+ hours.
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